s. Include other key informa
,usiness executives, local offihotel location. Keep careful
re received and presented, the
>' restrictions), the precedence
important of all, what worked
making the next one better.
ou" both officially and person
' and the head of protocol will
1osting office to recognize-by
worked on the visit.

CHAPTER 4

Organizing a Dining In and Dining Out

ormal dinners in the company of military fellows are among the oldest of Service traditions. No family members or "non-official" guests
are invited to a Dining In. If the function includes personal, nonbusi
ness guests or family members, it is termed a Dining Out (see last section). A guest
speaker, if invited, should be distinguished or outstanding in his or her field so that
the speech is the highlight of the evening. Any official guests-US. civil servants,
military leaders, officials of civic or philanthropic organizations, prominent for
eign nationals, persons of renown-are guests of the members as a whole; their
expenses are shared. Invite civic leaders occasionally as a good way to enhance
relations with civilian neighbors.

AT EASE KEY POINTS
ct=,
ct=,
ct=,
ct=,
ct=,

Prepare a relevant toast and justification for it.
Arrive punctually. Greet president, guest of honor, others.
Wait for president before sitting, eating, or drinking.
Request permission to report an offense or propose a toast.
Do not rest decanters on table until everyone's glass is charged.

Seasoned participants delight in the order of events and in introducing neo
phytes to the atmosphere of dignity, protocol, and esprit de corps of a Dining In.
Conversation is general during dinner, with members showing off their best din
ing styles (read Chapter 16: Place Settings, Table Manners, and Serving Styles) to
avoid fines themselves while delivering flamboyant or impertinent reports of their
peers' minor transgressions in civility, bearing, or table manners. Permission to
toast or report misbehavior must always be sought from the presiding officer (the
president) or his or her designate (the vice president), or the informer himself
risks a penalty. Some gregarious individuals deliberately violate rules so they wi 1 •
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(if sung), and a brief description of a
program agenda in order to choose a
cians with dinner, if possible, especi,
out the evening. During a break, the
their meal need not be the same as ti
The vice president is the first to
proposes or seconds toasts as directed
unruliness or maintains a list of offer
The vice president has great latitude
always the last to depart.
Committees may include:

g witty and imaginative justification
be singled out for fines or penalties, practicin
censure). The in -jokes that result
rebuttals (which will probably only earn more
ie.
are amusing and build camarader
d
part of a Dining In and always honor guests an
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n
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president's welc
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at they
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ne may leave after the meal
By first asking permission of the president, anyo
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g day preclude a late evening. "Duty" is an a
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ranking
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practice
excuse for not following the prevailing etiquette
lly not
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r
leave. The senior office
person to depart a social event before taking
ingenuity and com
ay, but to stay on and enjoy the
inclined to depart quickly anyw
t or guest of honor departs early, the
radeship of a Dining In. Even if the presiden
r games, feats of skill, or dancing.
evening usually continues with singing, parlo

• Table Preparation (ordering food,
Fallen Comrade Observance, pla,

• Decorations (national or organizal
president's chair, centerpieces, dii
photographs or paintings)

• Sponsorship (collecting money, pa
PREPARATION

• Protocol (issuing invitations and t
ing Fallen Table scripts; drafting t
and key players)

g In
nate) is president of a Dinin
The commanding officer of the unit (or a desig
ich
wh
main focus. He or she selects
or Dining Out and chooses its purpose or
ll actually detract from an evening's
Ol;)tional ceremonies to include (too many wi
than two and a half hours, espe
success), limiting the formal program to no more
cially if informal entertainment will follow.
es
ation for the evening, arrang
The president decides the date, time, and loc
d), decides which office staff (officer,
for a guest speaker and the chaplain (as desire
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enlisted, and civilian personnel inclusive) to inv
ry junior, though not necessarily the
and selects the vice president (always a milita
protocol is observed throughout the
lowest ranking). The president ensures that
s and toasts, but may delegate those
evening and is the final arbiter for violation
duties to the vice president, as desired.
occasion, making reservations,
The vice president is also a key player for the
ic), coordinat ing all
and musicians (or recorded mus
arranging for the color guard
event. A printed program will add
committees, and directing activities during the
as a souvenir of the
in k eeping time., It also serves
a professional touch and aid
the toasts and proper responses, bio
occasion . Program agendas normally include
nu,
aker and commander, the me
graphical sketches and photos of the guest spe
ng
so
ce
i
Serv
he
t
o
t
s
word
), the
the "Rules" (see Member Points of Order below
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• VIP Courtesies (providing advanc
ing, escort ing, etc.). See Chapter
guidance.

• Order of Events (public address syi
gavel and ch imes, organizing and
Brief the photographer beforehan
ceremonies or activities; provide t
photographs desired. Photographs
may be staged before or after the f

Incitations
Since a Dining I n is a formal occasic
extended in the name of the hosting c
el ectronically transmitted (e-mail) in,
those within the unit, wording the sec
negates the need to personalize with i1
two weeks prior to the event for meml:
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